
VBS Hobby-Box "Gnomes"
Instructions No. 1839
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 0 Minutes

In our VBSHobby-Box you will find everything you need to create great important handicrafts. With our templates and the following
explanations, you can easily create many different gnomes to hang up  or to put down. Also for children the box contains a lot of material
to be creative! Try it out right away!

For all elves

Transfer the templates for the different caps and, if necessary, the cape to the felt palettes and cut them to size. Attach the cloaks to the cones with a hemp
cord. Turn the one Felt for the caps into a cone of the required size and glue the ends of the cap with hot glue. Glue a pompom on the tip of the cap. The
finished caps are now glued to the figure cones, the balls, the clothespins or the fir cone. For the beard, glue fairy tale wool to your gnome. Tip: If you fold one
end of the wool over a little and stick the beard to the cones, you will also have a moustache! 

You can then trim the beard as you wish. Now glue on a small wooden bead as a nose.

1. Fir cone gnome to hang up

Here you stick the Pearl ones for the nose best to the bottom of the cap. Thus they are better fixed. Finally, for
suspension, pull a Perlon thread through the top of the caps with a needle. Ready!



2. Figure Cone Gnome Big 

Here you can proceed as described above in the basic instructions. Alternatively, you can still paint the gnomes or
stick Decorative snow them on the cape and cap.

3. Figure Cone Gnome Small 

In addition to the hats and capes we have also made earmuffs for the elves!
For this we cut a piece of wire suitable for the head and glue it to the head
Pompoms . 

Likewise some caps were made Knitted tube with one. Let your creativity run
free!



4. Spherical gnomes 

Cut one Knitted tube to fit the ball. Insert the ends into the holes. To make
the dwarves stand upright, cut off some of the aluminium wire and wind it
into a circle. It is best to wrap three layers. Now glue it under the gnomes. In
addition, the cap was also partly tinkered with for the cap.

5. Nostalgic clothespin gnome 

With caps and capes, the nostalgic clothespins can be turned into cute gnomes that you can use as gift tags. Or you
can hang gifts for him or her on a Advent Calendar string with these funny companions. Here you can also work with
or Knitted tube even with Handicraft paint .



6. Pendant gnome with beard 

Here, glue the beard into the inside of the hats. For the nose we have glued a pompom on the wool. Pull a thread
through the tip of the cap with a needle and you have cute gnome pendants.

Article number Article name Qty
133814 Fiskars Classic-Universal shears 1
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